GOLD Out Of The Box

A Radically Different Approach To Crisis Investing,
Including Detailed Strategies For Large & Small Investors
 Leave the conventional investment “box”, and unlock powerful methods for
radically increasing wealth during a time of economic and monetary crisis
 Understand why gold is often a poor investment when purchased for the
most common reason – as a means of profiting from Monetary Inflation
 Uncover gold’s “hidden talent” and why precious metals may be the best
investments in the world for profiting from Asset Deflation during crisis
 Learn the quite different investing strategy involved in using precious metals
for Asset Deflation arbitrage, rather than as a Monetary Inflation hedge
 Study the “1/3 Strategy”, a multi-component, dynamic strategy that is
focused on simultaneously profiting from Monetary Inflation AND Asset
Deflation while maintaining large crisis reserves for safety
 Follow a detailed illustration of how a small investor & homeowner can
potentially substantially increase their real net worth in after-inflation and
after-tax terms during a severe crisis – without buying new real estate
 Challenge your beliefs, face uncomfortable truths – and learn new
perspectives and tools for turning gold into a once in several generation
wealth creation opportunity during a time of crisis

Daniel R. Amerman, CFA
www.DanielAmerman.com
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GOLD Out Of The Box
As my long-time readers know, there are some themes within my writing that are
different from other financial writers, even within the contrarian community. Some
of my “signature themes” are inflation taxes, the redistribution of wealth and
simultaneous monetary inflation & asset deflation.
Monetary inflation is the destruction of the purchasing power of your money. Asset
deflation is the destruction of the purchasing power of your investments. Inflation
taxes represent the government taxing you on its destruction of the value of its
own currency. Each of these problems represent individually devastating
challenges to investors. In combination, they can cripple most investment plans.
Conventional financial planning doesn’t even see the problem, let alone offer the
solutions. Neither do most commentators in the contrarian financial community,
who don’t account for inflation taxes nor understand the historical norm for a nation
in crisis – both the value of money and the value of investments plunge together.
The Gold Out Of The Box 2 DVD Supplement Set shows in step by step detail
how an individual can take all three perilous challenges and turn each of them into
personal opportunities. And much more. Building on the core Turning Inflation
Into Wealth Complete Video Course, the supplemental DVDs show:
 How to reverse monetary inflation and turn the destruction of the purchasing
power of your money into personal wealth.
 How to take your inflation “vision”, your ability to see how monetary inflation
and asset deflation can simultaneously devastate a nation – and use that
vision to unlock precious metal’s “hidden talent”. What gold and silver
arguably do better than any other investments in the world.
 How to use that vision, and take the most devastating investment challenge
facing investors, that of the pervasive destruction of the purchasing power of
investments in crisis through asset deflation, and uncover the potential once
in a lifetime wealth building opportunity within massive asset deflation.
 How to reverse inflation taxes, so that instead of paying taxes on income
that isn’t real, taxes are avoided on cash flow that is entirely real.
 How to take government market manipulations that benefit insiders, and turn
the eventual necessary collapse of those manipulations into personal wealth.
 How an individual can essentially accomplish all of the above inside of a
multiple asset, multiple step plan designed not only for crisis – but for what
comes after crisis.
Purchase Link For DVDs: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm
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Disc G1 Understanding The Problems
Step by step, using easy to follow graphics and
examples:
 Learn everything you need to know about inflation
taxes and how they cripple conventional gold
investing performance
 Follow detailed discussions of the
interrelationships among inflation taxes, economic growth, financial industry
fees, asset bubbles & paper wealth
 Learn the full extent of how badly the system is skewed against individual
investors, why conventional investing strategies haven’t been working, and
how insiders in New York & Washington (and other financial & governmental
centers) use the conventional investment wisdom to strip economic wealth
from many millions of hard working savers, in both good & bad markets
Understand the reasons why much higher tax rates are likely within the next few
years, and how this is likely to further cripple conventional gold strategies.
Learn how more than half a quadrillion dollars in derivatives create extraordinary
financial peril for the world.
 Understand why the world is currently between “A Rock & A Hard Place”, and
how either asset deflation or monetary inflation can set off effectively
unstoppable feedback loops that could rapidly destroy the current system.
 Pierce the complex jargon to understand the simple fraud at the heart of this
massive market
 Learn how a meltdown could still be averted through emergency actions by
people selflessly working in the national interest
 Find out what is happening in the real world of politics & finance instead
 Learn about the most likely “triggers” for setting off the feedback loops
Understand how current government interventions and manipulations create
mispricings, and therefore a profit opportunity (portions of these materials are on
each DVD).
 Identify debt and equity based strategies for benefiting from government
market interventions, rather than being cheated by those interventions
 Learn why four different types of stocks may disproportionately benefit when
government manipulations are collapsed by market forces

Purchase Link For DVDs: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm
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Disc G2: An Intense Focus On Solutions
Learn A Seven Step, Multiyear Strategy For
Taking A Third & Leaving The Herd
 The “1/3 Strategy” is a multi-component, dynamic
strategy that is focused on simultaneously
profiting from Monetary Inflation AND Asset
Deflation (in purchasing power terms) in a taxadvantaged manner while maintaining large crisis
reserves for safety
 Take a third, leave the herd, and aggressively go for the peak Asset Deflation
Arbitrage that can potentially turn a once in several generation crisis into a
multigenerational wealth creation opportunity
 Take a third, leave the herd, and set up a Monetary Inflation Arbitrage that
may radically outperform many “conventional” inflation hedges
 Take a third, leave the herd, and set up liquid safety reserves that are
intended to get you through a crisis of a magnitude that could devastate
those following widely recommended conventional strategies
 Watch a detailed illustration of setting up an initial “1/3 Strategy” position,
and follow how the components shift over a multiyear period with the
different stages of a severe monetary & economic crisis
 The “1/3 Strategy” is designed to be integrated on a sliding scale basis with
the core strategies from the 8 DVDs and 6 books of the Turning Inflation Into
Wealth Complete Video Course. Depending on investor preferences and
suitability, the integrated gold/silver component can range anywhere from
almost 70% to less than 10% of net worth
For smaller investors, walk-through a simplified and more convenient strategy:
 A detailed illustration for a hypothetical 55 year old with a $200,000 home,
an $80,000 mortgage, a $100,000 IRA, & $20,000 in a money market fund
 Follow all seven steps of the “1/3 Strategy” in simplified form, including the
three components of Asset Deflation Arbitrage, Monetary Inflation Arbitrage,
and substantial liquid reserves, shifting with the stages of the crisis
 A detailed, dollar by dollar illustration of each step on a nominal, after-tax,
and then after-inflation basis, showing the sources of changes in real net
worth, and how this compares to those following all-gold strategies.
 Illustrates how a more sophisticated approach can potentially powerfully
outperform a gold-only inflation hedge strategy – even if gold goes to
$10,000 an ounce while maintaining current high inflation-adjusted pricing
 Potentially seek maximum Asset Deflation Arbitrage profits in tax-advantaged
form from entirely inside your self-directed retirement account (not directly
applicable to 401 type accounts, but key portions could be adapted)
 No need to buy additional property
Purchase Link For DVDs: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm
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Turning Inflation
Into Wealth
Financial Crisis Edition
The Complete Video Course
10 DVDs, 15 Hours of video, 6 Books with over
80 topics presented
Purchase Page: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm

Buy the Complete Video Course as a set and save
$500 compared to purchasing the books and
DVDs individually.
The Complete Video Course now includes the
“Gold Out Of The Box” 2 DVD set at no additional
charge (a $150 value).

Purchase Link For DVDs: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm
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Disclaimer
The DVDs and books (the “Educational Materials”) contain the ideas and opinions of the author.
The Educational Materials are a conceptual exploration of general financial and economic principles.
These Educational Materials are of a strictly educational nature, rather than the rendering of
professional advice. The future is uncertain, and there are no guarantees or promises of success or
particular outcomes. As with any financial decision, there is a risk that things will not work out as
planned, and with hindsight, another decision would have been better.

The Educational Materials do not include specific investment, legal, tax or any other form of
professional advice. If specific advice is needed for your situation, it should be sought from an
appropriate professional. Any liability, responsibility or warranty for the specific results of the
application of the general educational principles contained in the Educational Materials, either
directly or indirectly, are expressly disclaimed by the author.

Purchase Link For DVDs: http://danielamerman.com/Products/Purchase.htm

